Pluto Park Green Beach Tent Launches in Germany
The Pluto Park Green beach tent for children is now available in Germany
June 23, 2017 (FPRC) -- Tent World has launched one of its premium products, the Pluto Green
Park beach tent for kids, in the German market. This is an interesting move coming at a time when
the company is looking to enrich its market presence in the European powerhouse. Over the last few
months, Tent World has introduced its Sun tent, Neptune Tent, as well as its Pluto blue tent in the
German market, as it seeks to establish itself as the go-to provider of outdoor shelters across the
region.
Tent World is a premier brand that manufacturers beach and outdoor tents. Established back in
2015, Tent World is a subsidiary of Thermalabs, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
self-tanners, cosmetics, and beach convenience accessories. Based in New York City, Tent World
runs a Tent production factory in Israel, and has many satellite offices in other parts of the world.
The company has so far furnished the market with an extensive range of at least a dozen different
tents. Each of these tents is named after a planet in the solar system, and is designed to match the
needs of a specific audience group. The Sun, which is the largest tent in the company’s inventory, is
large enough to accommodate a sizeable group of up to 12 people. Pluto tents, which are on the
other side of the size spectrum, are unsurprisingly so small that they can only accommodate kids or
toddlers. Other tents by the company include Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Neptune.
Each tent by the company features a protective coating to keep off both UVA and UVB rays from the
sun. Although the tents are designed in different shapes, they are also meant to shelter users from
adverses of weather. All the tents also boast an instant pop-up assembly that makes it super-easy
to open up for use, and fold down for storage. This convenience of use is one of the reasons why
the firm’s tents have become notably popular in the market.
Tent World’s Pluto Green tent is designed for use by kids and toddlers. The primary purpose of the
tent is to serve as a shelter for little ones as parents spend time at the beach. The tent comes with a
coloring book to keep kids busy. In addition to the beach, the new Pluto Park Green tent can also be
used in the backyard garden at home, picnic locations, camping sites, public parks, and any other
outdoor locations where kids need to be sheltered from the sun, wind, or rain. Ann Spencer, a
manager at Tent World, has said that German customers can now access the product online via
Amazon.
Contact Information
For more information contact Joyce Masya of Tent World (http://www.tent.tips)
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